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Summary: This paper presents a model-based method for clustering multivariate binary observations that incorpo-

rates constraints consistent with the scientific context. The approach is motivated by the precision medicine problem

of identifying autoimmune disease patient subsets or classes who may require different treatments. We start with a

family of restricted latent class models or RLCMs (e.g., Xu and Shang, 2018). However, in the motivating example

and many others like it, the unknown number of classes and the definition of classes using binary states are among

the targets of inference. We use a Bayesian approach to RCLMs in order to use informative prior assumptions

on the number and definitions of latent classes to be consistent with scientific knowledge so that the posterior

distribution tends to concentrate on smaller numbers of clusters and sparser binary patterns. The paper derives a

posterior sampling algorithm based on Markov chain Monte Carlo with split-merge updates to efficiently explore

the space of clustering allocations. Through simulations under the assumed model and realistic deviations from it,

we demonstrate greater interpretability of results and superior finite-sample clustering performance for our method

compared to common alternatives. The methods are illustrated with an analysis of protein data to detect clusters

representing autoantibody classes among scleroderma patients.
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1. Introduction

Autoantibodies are the immune system’s response to specific cellular protein complexes or

“machines” (e.g., Rosen and Casciola-Rosen, 2016). Differential immune responses mounted

towards the machines may lead to strikingly different clinical trajectories between autoim-

mune disease patients. Using autoantibodies as probes, a precision medicine goal is to discover

novel autoimmune disease patient subsets that require different treatments prior to major

clinical manifestation. This paper is motivated by the need to first formulate a model that

respects the scientific constraint that the immune system responds to machines, that is to all

components, rather than to individual proteins, and second, based on the model, to perform

clustering in a Bayesian framework using autoantibody test data.

To illustrate the scientific constraint, Figure 1 shows a hypothetical patient with binary

state vector ηi = (1, 0, 1)T in the middle panel, indicating that her immune system produced

autoantibodies to the proteins (autoantigens) in Machines 1 and 3 but not Machine 2. The

right panel of Figure 1 shows an illustrative example of three different machines (M = 3) with

orthogonal machine profiles, though the proposed approach will cover general non-orthogonal

cases. The binary matrix Q specifies which proteins constitute each machine. We refer to the

rows of Q as “machine profiles” where Qm` = 1 if protein ` is a component of machine m. The

left panel shows Γi`, which represents the error-free true presence or absence of autoantibody

against protein ` = 1, . . . , L for subject i = 1, . . . , N . The entire row Γi∗ = (Γi1, . . . ,ΓiL)

is highlighted for subject i. The multivariate binary data for subject i (Yi, not shown in

the figure) are Γi∗ measured with error. The statistical goal is to incorporate the scientific

constraint when clustering patients into subsets with distinct responses to the machines.

The choice of binary rather than continuous measures of autoantibodies is specific to the

gel electrophoresis and autoradiogram (GEA) technology that produced the data where the

amount of protein is not informative about clustering patients (Wu et al., 2019).
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[Figure 1 about here.]

The knowledge that the immune system attacks machines of multiple proteins rather than

single proteins is why we refer to this approach as scientifically-structured clustering (SSC).

We use “scientific structure” to refer to latent binary variables that may be interpreted as

having a scientific meaning. For example, in the protein data example, each element of the

latent binary random vector ηi represents the presence or absence of a machine. The scientific

meaning of a machine is defined by its component proteins indicated by the corresponding

row of Q. SSC for multivariate binary data has a number of potential applications beyond the

example here. For example, in cognitive diagnosis, the latent states represent basic cognitive

abilities and the 1s in Q represent the test items requiring each ability (e.g., Junker and

Sijtsma, 2001); in epidemiology, the latent states can indicate unobserved disease-causing

agents and the 1s in Q represent the molecular targets tied to each causative agent (Wu

et al., 2016, e.g.,). Most importantly, in all these applications, the resulting clusters conform

to the existing scientific context and therefore can be used to address relevant questions.

As detailed below, the model proposed to address the motivating patient clustering problem

is a member of the family of restricted latent class models or RLCMs (e.g., Xu and Shang,

2018). In our motivating example, however, the possible combinations of machines that the

immune systems can target in the population of patients are often unknown. This means not

knowing the set of distinct population-level latent state patterns A, neither the size |A| nor

its elements. In addition, the definitions of machine profiles Q are often unknown.

In addressing the motivating problem, this paper makes a primary contribution to the

literature on RLCMs. In a Bayesian framework, we allow an unknown number of classes

in a mixture of finite mixture (MFM, Miller and Harrison, 2018) framework where each

component has multivariate discrete parameters, e.g., the binary states in our context. We

then derive a posterior sampling algorithm based on Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
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featuring split-merge updates that directly and efficiently sample the clustering allocations.

The algorithm conveniently overcomes the hard constraint |A| 6 2M by post-processing to

merge sampled clusters having the same sampled state vectors. The model works with an

unknown number of classes, unknown set of state patternsA, and unknown Q-matrix. We use

informative prior assumptions on the number and definition of latent classes to be consistent

with the scientific knowledge, so that the posterior distribution tends to concentrate on fewer

clusters with sparser latent state patterns.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 specifies the proposed model and

prior distribution. Section 3 derives the MCMC algorithm for posterior inference. Section

4.1 presents simulation studies to show the better clustering performance of the proposed

clustering method when compared to three common alternatives. Section 4.2 illustrates the

methods with an analysis of protein data for subsetting scleroderma patients. The paper

concludes with a discussion of model extensions and limitations.

2. Models

First formulated by Lazarsfeld (1950), latent class models (LCMs) have become an impor-

tant tool for modeling multivariate discrete responses (e.g., Goodman, 1974; Dunson and

Xing, 2009) and model-based clustering (e.g., Vermunt and Magidson, 2002). Alternative

parametric approaches focus on underlying continuous variable specifications (e.g., Albert

and Chib, 1993) which incorporate latent multivariate Gaussian random variables that are

linked to the categorical observations through thresholding. However, these models do not

directly perform clustering. In this paper, we focus on extensions of the classical LCMs to

incorporate scientific constraints when clustering multivariate binary responses.

Notation. Let Yi = (Yi1, . . . , Yi`)
T be the vector of binary measurements for subject

i = 1, . . . , N and feature ` = 1, . . . , L. Let Y collect all the observations into an N × L

binary data matrix. Let Γi` indicate the true presence/absence of feature ` for observation
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i. Let Γ be an N × L binary matrix with (i, `)-th element being Γi`, referred to as design

matrix. We use Γi∗ = (Γi1, . . . ,ΓiL) and Γ∗` = (Γ1`, . . . ,ΓN`)
T to represent the i-th row and

`-th column, respectively. Let ηi = (ηi1, . . . , ηiM)T represent the unobserved latent states

for subject i = 1, . . . , N . Let ηi lie in an unknown population state space A ⊆ {0, 1}M .

We use |A| to denote the cardinality of A. As a result, there are |A| distinct patterns of

latent states. We refer to A = {0, 1}M that contains all binary patterns as “saturated” and

otherwise “unsaturated”. We collect the latent states into an N×M matrix H with (i,m)-th

entry being ηim. Let Q be an unknown M × L binary matrix with each row specifying the

scientific meaning of each latent state. LetQm∗ = (Qm1, . . . , QmL) andQ∗` = (Q1`, . . . , QM`)
T

represent row m and column ` of Q, respectively. Let [A | B] represent the conditional

distribution of random quantity A given another random quantity B. When B = ∅, [A]

represents the distribution of A. Let I(A) be an indicator function which equals 1 if statement

A is true and 0 otherwise.

2.1 Proposed Model

We specify the model for the motivating example in two steps: i) impose scientific structure

upon the actual presence or absence of proteins (Γi∗), and ii) parameterize [Yi | Γi∗]. The

first step is needed to respect existing biological knowledge in the scientific context and the

second step characterizes the measurement process.

Let the true presence or absence of feature ` for subject i = 1, . . . N be

Γi` =





1 if ηT
i Q∗` > 1;

0 otherwise,

` = 1, . . . , L. (1)

To emphasize the dependence of Γi` on Q and ηi for ` = 1, . . . , L, we write the row vector

Γi∗ = Γ(Q,ηi) so that Γ(Q,ηi)` = Γi`. In addition, let Γ(Q,A) represent an |A| × L binary

matrix with each row representing the true presence or absence of feature ` = 1, . . . , L for a

subject having a particular latent state pattern in A.

Next we specify the measurement error model:
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response probability : θi` = θ+
` · I(Γi` = 1) + θ−` · I(Γi` = 0), (2)

measurement error : Yi` | Γi` ∼ Bernoulli {θi`} , (3)

independently for feature ` = 1, . . . , L and subject i = 1, . . . , N . Borrowing the terminologies

in the statistical literature for diagnostic testing, we characterize the stochastic discrepancies

between the actual Γi` and observed presence/absence of autoantibodies by sensitivity (θ+
` )

and specificity (1 − θ−` ). Let θ+ = (θ+
` , . . . , θ

+
L )T and θ− = (θ−1 , . . . , θ

−
L )T. In this paper, we

assume θ+
` > θ−` , because the diagnostic test based on immunoprecipitation (IP) is known

to be both sensitive and specific. The sensitivity for a given protein is assumed to be the

same regardless from which machine(s) it comes. Importantly, both the sensitivities and

specificities can vary across proteins.

Equations (1) to (3) assume the probability of observing a protein given that it is present

does not depend on how many machines it is present in, that is, it depends only on I(ηT
i Q∗` >

0) but otherwise not on the value of ηT
i Q∗`. In our application, the choice is driven by the

technology used. The ability to detect the protein does not depend on how many machines

produced it. In addition, the amount is irrelevant for clustering patients. Further the model

assumes binary response/nonresponse to each protein, rather than quantifying the response

as a real value. This modeling choice follows the convention that clinicians interpret the

presence or absence of bands corresponding to each protein on the images obtained from

GEA (Wu et al., 2019).

Equations (1) to (3) are related to some existing models proposed in cognitive diagnosis

(e.g., Templin and Henson, 2006, known Q) and epidemiology (e.g., Wu et al., 2016, Q =

IL×L), which are examples of restricted LCMs (RLCM, Xu, 2017). In addition, imposing

symmetric error rates θ+
` = 1 − θ−` , ` = 1, . . . , L, results in the one-layer model of Rukat

et al. (2017). The model can also be viewed as Boolean matrix factorization (BMF, Miettinen

et al., 2008) because model (1) is equivalent to Γi` = ∨Mm=1ηimQm` where the logical “OR”
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operator “ ∨ ” outputs one if any argument equals one. The rows in Q are basis patterns

for compactly encoding the L dimensional Γi∗ vector by M(� L) bits in ηi. When Q has

orthogonal rows, BMF further reduces to nonnegative matrix factorization Γ = HQ (NMF,

Lee and Seung, 1999). Zhang et al. (2007) proposed optimization methods to obtain the

best factorization while Meeds et al. (2007) and Ni et al. (2019) took a nonparametric Bayes

approach. In contrast to these works, we add a layer of mixture model in (5) to (10) that

provides additional parsimony and posterior inference of the number of classes.

2.2 Identifiability Considerations for Posterior Algorithm Design

In general, identifiability conditions based on model likelihood can guide the design of

simulation studies by informing the choice of the simulation truths that are statistically

identifiable. In real data analysis, although truth is not expected to be known even if the

model is a reasonable approximation, identifiability conditions can still dramatically reduce

the size of parameter space.

Specifically, under a fixed M and possibly unsaturated A, Gu and Xu (2019a) provided

sufficient conditions on Γ(Q,A) for strictly identifying A, π, θ+, θ− and Γ(Q,A). Although

Γ(Q,A) is identifiable, Q may only be identified up to its equivalence classes, where Q1 and

Q2 are equivalent if Γ(Q1,A) = Γ(Q2,A) with equality holds elementwise.

In our simulations and data application, we restrict the inference algorithm to be performed

on the set of M × L binary Q-matrices:

Q = {Q = P1Q
†P2, Q

† = [IM ; Q̃], Q̃ has distinct rows, ∀m, 1T
L×1Qm∗ > 3}, (4)

where P1 and P2 are M - and L-dimensional permutation matrices. First, under a saturated

A, the conditions in (4) are based only on Q, easy-to-check, and necessary and sufficient

for statistical identification of π, θ+, θ− and Q (Gu and Xu, 2019b). Second, the con-

straint Q also greatly facilitates posterior sampling by focusing on a small subset of binary
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matrices. In fact, among all M by L binary matrices, the fraction of Q ∈ Q is at most

M !
(
L
M

) [
2(L−M)M

]
/2L·M and quickly decays as the number of machines M increases.

We now turn to inferring individual latent states based on complete-data likelihood [Y |

H,Q,θ+,θ−]. Even given Q, conditions for identifying H exist but may fall short of ensuring

consistent estimation of H because the number of unknowns in H diverges as the sample size

increases. Consistent estimation requires extra conditions, e.g., the number of measurements

L increases with the sample size (Chiu et al., 2009). In finite samples and dimensions, we

address this issue in a Bayesian framework by encouraging H to be a priori of low complexity,

i.e., few classes of distinct and sparse latent state vectors.

Finally, in real data analysis, incorporating informative priors, e.g., partially-known Q

or high sensitivity and specificity may alleviate theoretical identifiability issues (e.g., Wu

et al., 2016). The prior uncertainty for the non-identified parameters will propagate into the

posterior and not vanish even as the sample size approaches infinity (e.g., Kadane, 1975).

2.3 Priors

We first specify a prior for allocating observations into clusters and then a prior for the

multivariate binary state vectors in the clusters.

Prior with an unknown number of classes. Though used interchangeably by many au-

thors, we first make a distinction between a “component” that represents one of the true

mixture components in the specification of a mixture model (referred to as “classes” in LCMs

and this paper) and a “cluster” that represents a block of observations grouped together.

Let K be the number of mixture components in the population and T the number of clusters

in the sample (Miller and Harrison, 2018). We have T 6 K which means there exist T −K

empty components not realized in a random sample.

Additional notation is needed for our prior specification. Let Zi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} be the

component indicators, and let Z = {Zi, i = 1, . . . , N}. Let Ck = {i : Zi = k} be the subjects
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in component k, and C = {Ck : |Ck| > 0, k = 1, . . . , T} be T observed clusters. Note the

partition C is invariant to component relabeling. Let C−i = {Ck \ {i} : |Ck \ {i}| > 0} be the

clusters excluding subject i. Let YC = {Yi, i ∈ C} be the data in cluster C ∈ C. Finally let

αk ∈ {0, 1}M be the latent state vectors for component k = 1, . . . , K.

We specify a prior distribution of clustering allocations C as follows:

number of components : K ∼ pK(K;κ), (5)

mixing weights : π = (π1, . . . , πK) ∼ DirichletK(γ, . . . , γ), γ > 0, (6)

cluster indicators : Zi ∼ CategoricalK{π}, independently for i = 1, . . . , N, (7)

where pK(K;κ) is a distribution over K = 1, 2, . . ., e.g., Geometric(κ). The prior for C is

pr(C | γ, pK) = VN(T )
∏

C∈C
γ(|C|),

where VN(T ) =
∑∞

k=1

k(T )

(γk)(N)pK(k), and k(n) = k · (k + 1) · · · (k + n − 1), k(n) = k · (k −

1) · · · (k − n+ 1), and k(0) = k(0) = 1, k(n) = 0 if k < n (Miller and Harrison, 2018).

Prior for αk in each component. We specify a prior distribution for the component-

specific parameters αk to encourage sparser binary patterns:

hyperprior : pm | c1, c2 ∼ Beta(c1c2/M, c2), (8)

component parameters : αkm | pm ∼ Bernoulli(pm), indep. for k = 1, . . . , K, (9)

assign individual latent states : ηim | Zi = αZi,m, i = 1, . . . , N, (10)

independently for m = 1, . . . ,M . Equations (8) to (10) induce a marginal prior [α1, . . . ,αK |

c1, c2] upon integrating over p = (p1, . . . , pm)T (Web Appendix A1.1) and is a truncated

Indian Buffet Process (Ghahramani and Griffiths, 2006). In what follows, we set κ = 0.1 and

c2 = 1 which offer good clustering results in simulations and data analysis. We reparametrize

c1 in terms of β = c1
c1+1
∈ (0, 1) and specify the prior β ∼ Beta(aβ, bβ) where aβ = bβ = 1.

Remark 1: A reviewer raised a question about model specification that, given a finite

M , by following (8) to (9) to sample {ηim, i = 1, . . . , N} instead of αkm’s, there is already a
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positive prior mass on the equality of two binary vectors with finite length ηi = ηi′ (hence

i and i′ belong to the same cluster), why is it necessary to have an additional layer of

clustering structure through mixture models (5) to (7)? In this paper, we choose the mixture

model specification because it has a prior on the number of classes which allows additional

parsimony by a priori encouraging few classes and posterior inference on the number of

classes. Although |A| 6 2M , K in the prior is not upper bounded. With an unbounded

K, we can build on the algorithm of Miller and Harrison (2018) for inferring the number of

classes. Because the component parameters are multivariate binary, we do need an additional

step of merging clusters with the same latent states via post hoc processing at each MCMC

iteration. The algorithm with merging is applicable to general MFM models with discrete

component parameters. Web Appendix A1.2 discusses the merge operation.

For the rest of parameters, let the prior for Q be the uniform distribution over Q in (4). For

θ+ and θ−, we specify θ−` ∼ Beta(N0a0, N0(1− a0)), θ+
` ∼ Beta(N1a1, N1(1− a1)) I{(θ−` , 1)},

independently for ` = 1, . . . , L. Taken together, the joint distribution is

N∏

i=1

L∏

`=1

[
Γi` · (θ+

` )Yi`(1− θ+
` )1−Yi` + (1− Γi`) · (θ−` )Yi`(1− θ−` )1−Yi`]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
(1) to (3):scientific constraint and measurement model

× pr(C; γ, pK(·;κ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
(5) to (7):prior on clusters

· IBPM(α1, . . . ,αK ; c1, c2)pr(c1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(8) to (10):prior on component−specific states

× pr(Q) ·
L∏

`=1

[
TruncatedBeta(θ−` ,1)(θ

+
` ;N1a1, N1(1− a1)) · Beta(θ−` ;N0a0, N0(1− a0))

]
(11)

Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of the hierarchical model via directed acyclic

graph (DAG) describing the relationships between the parameters and observations.

[Figure 2 about here.]
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3. Posterior Inference

We develop inferential procedures to address the following three questions: 1) how many

scientific clusters are in the data; 2) what are the unique latent states present in the sample,

and 3) what is the latent state vector for every observation. To approximate the posterior

distribution we use an MCMC algorithm for the inference of any functions of unknown

parameters and latent variables (Gelfand and Smith, 1990). We focus on presenting the

posterior sampling algorithm with a finite M which is effective in our application by treating

M as an upper bound, though the posterior algorithm for infinite M is readily derived by

following Teh et al. (2007).

3.1 MCMC Algorithm

When the number of components K is unknown, one class of techniques updates component-

specific parameters along with K. For example, the reversible-jump MCMC (RJ-MCMC,

Green, 1995) works by an update to K along with proposed updates to the model parameters

which together are then accepted or rejected. However, designing good proposals for high-

dimensional component parameters can be non-trivial. Alternative approaches include direct

sampling of K (e.g., Nobile and Fearnside, 2007; McCullagh et al., 2008). Here we build on

the algorithm of Miller and Harrison (2018) for sampling clusters with a prior on the number

of mixture components.

Step 0: Initialize all parameters from their priors except for Q and clustering allocations C.

For Q, we set all elements to be zero except for columns ` that satisfy N−1
∑

i Yi` > τ1,

for which we initialize by Qm`
iid∼ Bernoulli(p),m = 1, . . . ,M , where p and τ1 are pre-

specified. We set p = 0.1 and τ1 = 0.3 which work well in our simulations and data

analysis. For C, we initialize with one cluster comprised of all subjects.

For iteration b = 1, . . . , B, repeat Steps 1-7:

Step 1: Update C by directly sampling from its posterior without the need for considering
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component parameters or empty components. For subject i = 1, . . . , N , we assign subject

i to an existing cluster C ∈ C−i or a new one on its own with probabilities:

P(Zi = k | others) ∝





(|C|+ γ) · g(C∪{i})
g(C)

, if C ∈ C−i, k = 1, . . . , |C−i|;

γ VN (t+1)
VN (t)

· g(C), if C = {i}, k = |C−i|+ 1,

(12)

where g(C) is the marginal likelihood for data YC and is computed in Web Appendix A2.

The update (12) favors forming a cluster of its own {i} if adding the i-th observation to

any existing cluster fits poorly with data in that cluster. Following the split-merge recipe

in Jain and Neal (2004) that efficiently explores the large space of clustering allocations

(see details in Web Appendix A3), we build on (12) to update C globally which creates

or removes clusters for multiple subjects at a time.

Step 2: Update αk by the distribution over {0, 1}M :

[αk | others] ∝
M∏

m=1

{pm}αkm{1− pm}1−αkm ·
∏

z=0,1

∏

`:Γ(Q,αk)`=z

(θ`)
nk`1 (1− θ`)nk`0 ,

for cluster k = 1, . . . , T , where θ` = zθ+
` + (1 − z)θ−` , and nk`1 =

∑
i:Zi=k

Yi` and

nk`0 =
∑

i:Zi=k
(1− Yi`). Set ηi = αZi

, for subject i = 1, . . . , N .

At the end of iterations, if some of the discrete mixture component parameters {αk, j =

1, . . . , T} are duplicated, we post-process the posterior samples by merging clusters in

C associated with identical latent states to obtain scientific clusters with distinct latent

states; denote scientific clusters by C̃ and T̃ = |C̃|.

Step 3: Update the measurement error parameters for ` = 1, . . . , L:

[θ−` | others]∼ Beta (
∑

i{1− Γ(Q,ηi)`}Yi` + a0,
∑

i{1− Γ(Q,ηi)`}(1− Yi`) + b0) I{(0, θ+
` )},

[θ+
` | others] ∼ Beta(

∑
i Γ(Q,ηi)`Yi` + a1,

∑
i Γ(Q,ηi)`(1− Yi`) + b1) I{(θ−` , 1)}.

Step 4: Update hyperparameter c1 = β/(1− β) by updating β:

[β | others] ∝ pr(β) ·
(

β

1− β

)M M∏

m=1

Γ(nm1 + β/{M(1− β)})
Γ(T + 1 + β/{M(1− β)})) ,

where nm1 =
∑T

k=1 αkm is the number of observed clusters with activated m-th state.

The update can be done based on a dense grid over (0, 1) (Hoff, 2005).
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Step 5: Update pm ∼ Beta(nm1 + c1/M, T − nm1 + 1), independently for m = 1, . . . ,M .

Step 6: Update Q via constrained Gibbs sampler. For ` = 1, 2, . . . , L, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M , do

not update Qm` if i) Q∗` = em where em is a column vector of with the m-th element

being 1 and 0 for other elements, ii) 1T
LQm∗ = 3 and Qm` = 1, or iii) Qm` = 0 in a

column of em′ with m′ 6= m, and there is a single em′ in the columns of the current Q.

Otherwise, we follow an efficient update in Liu (1996) by flipping Qm` from 1 − z to z

with probability P(Qm` = z | others)/{1− P(Qm` = z | others)}, where

P(Qm` = z | others) ∝
N∏

i=1

[
Yi` | H,Qm` = z, {Qm′`′ : m′ 6= m, `′ 6= `}, θ+

` , θ
−
`

]

=
∏

i:Γi`=1

(θ+
` )n

′
1`1(1− θ+

` )n
′
1`0 ·

∏

i:Γi`=0

(θ−` )n
′
0`1(1− θ−` )n

′
0`0 , z = 0, 1,

where n′1`1 =
∑N

i=1 Γi`Yi`, n
′
1`0 =

∑N
i=1 Γi`(1 − Yi`), n

′
0`1 =

∑N
i=1(1 − Γi`)Yi`, n

′
0`0 =

∑N
i=1(1 − Γi`)(1 − Yi`). In this step, we also identify “partner latent states” and merge

the corresponding rows in Q. Specifically, we collapse two states (m,m′) that are present

or absent together among subjects (ηim = ηim′ , i = 1, . . . , N). We set ηim′ = 0 for any i

and Qm` = max{Qm`, Qm′`}, ` = 1, . . . , L. It is easy to verify that this scheme preserves

conditions (4) for Q truncated to the rows corresponding to active states. The merging

scheme readily generalizes to cases with more than two partner states. Finally, we reset

to zeros for the rows of Q corresponding to the unused latent states at an iteration.

We have used a few practical strategies to improve the sampling from many discrete

parameters, e.g., {αk, k = 1, . . . , T} and Q. First, the prior that encourages fewer clusters

propagates into the posterior so large T s are visited less frequently. Second, we put an upper

bound on M in real applications followed by sensitivity analysis. Third, Q is restricted to lie

in a subset of {0, 1}M×L informed by condition (4). Finally, in our experience, more efficient

exploration of clustering allocations among the observations by global split-merge updates

helps the sampling of Q. Convergence checks are presented in Web Appendix A4.
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3.2 Posterior Summaries

Let πii′ = P(Zi = Zi′ | Y) be the posterior co-clustering probabilities for any two subjects i

and i′. We estimate πii′ by the empirical frequencies π̂ii′ of subjects i and i′ being clustered to-

gether across MCMC iterations. For point estimation, we compute the least square (LS) clus-

tering Ĉ(LS)by minimizing the squared distance to the {π̂ii′}, arg minb
∑

i,i′

{
δ(Z

(b)
i , Z

(b)
i′ )− π̂ii′

}2

,

where δ(a, a′) = 1 if a = a′ and zero otherwise (Dahl, 2006). In addition, because the

interpretation of ηi depends on Q, we choose an optimal Q from the posterior samples

that minimizes a loss function. We select an iteration b∗ that minimizes the loss: b∗ =

arg minb ‖Q(b)TQ(b)− 1
B

∑B
b′=1Q

(b′)TQ(b′)‖F where ‖ ·‖F =
√∑

a2
ij is matrix Frobenius norm.

We denote it by Q̂ = Q(b∗). Turning to the inference of H = {ηi}, we rerun the algorithm by

fixing Q = Q̂ which produces additional posterior samples to reduce the Monte Carlo error

in approximating [H | C = Ĉ(LS), Q = Q̂,Y].

4. Results

We illustrate the utility of Bayesian RLCM on both simulated and real data. First, we assess

the performance of Bayesian RLCM on cluster estimation under simulation scenarios corre-

sponding to varying levels of measurement error, dimension, sparsity level of each machine,

sample size and mixing weight. Using data simulated under the assumed RLCM and realistic

deviations from it, the proposed inference algorithm performs clustering as well as or better

than common alternative binary-data clustering methods. We first analyze a single randomly

generated data set to highlight differences among the methods. We then use independent

replications to evaluate frequentist performance of Bayesian RLCM in cluster estimation

and contrast with the alternatives. Web Appendix A5.1 details the simulation scenarios. To

assess the chance-corrected agreement between the true and estimated clustering allocations

of the same observations, we used the adjusted Rand index (aRI, Hubert and Arabie, 1985).
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See Web Appendix A5.2 for details. The value of aRI is between −1 and 1 with values closer

to 1 indicating better agreement. Finally, data from scleroderma patients are analyzed.

4.1 Simulated Examples to Study Model Performance

Simulation 1: More accurate clustering through scientifically structured classes. Figure 3

shows a random data set Y, the design matrix Γ, as well as the clusters obtained us-

ing complete-linkage, Hamming distance hierarchical clustering (HC), standard eight-class

Bayesian latent class analysis (LCA, e.g., Garrett and Zeger (2000)), subset clustering

analysis (SC; Hoff, 2005) and our Bayesian RLCM with unknown number of clusters fitted

with truncation level M † = 5. In this setting, HC is sensitive to noise and tends to split

a true cluster or group observations from different true clusters. Unlike the others, the

Bayesian RLCM automatically selects and filters subsets of features that distinguish eight

classes (through scientific structures in (1)) and hence has superior clustering performance

producing clusters that agrees quite well with the truth. For illustrative purposes, we showed

an extreme example to highlight the different performances on a single random data set.

Although the proposed model-based approach does not always perfectly reconstruct the

clusters, this relative advantage of Bayesian RLCM persists under data replications.

[Figure 3 about here.]

Simulation 2: Assess clustering performance under various parameter settings with replica-

tions. The ability of Bayesian RLCM in recovering the true clusters varies by the sparsity

level (s) in each machine, level of measurement errors (θ+
` , θ

−
` ), mixing weights and sample

sizes (N) (the leftmost boxes in groups of four in Figure 4). Firstly, clustering performance

improves by increasing the sparsity level in each machine from s = 10% to 20% (compare

the 1st and 3rd, 2nd and 4th RLCM boxplots in each panel of Figure 4). In the context of

our motivating example, given a fixed number of protein landmarks L, patients will be more

accurately clustered if each machine comprises more component proteins. This observation is
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also consistent with simulation studies conducted in the special case of Q = IL (Hoff, 2005,

Table 1). For a given s, a larger L means a larger number of relevant features per machine

and leads to better cluster recovery. Increasing L from 50 to 400, the mean aRI (averaged

over replications) increases from 0.7 to 0.98 at the sparsity level s = 10%, 0.88 to 0.99 under

s = 20%. Secondly, more accurate clustering results under larger discrepancies between θ+
`

and θ−` . The aRI averaged over replications is higher under θ−0 = 0.05 than θ−0 = 0.15 over all

combinations of other parameters. Finally we observe mixed relative performances at distinct

sample sizes as a result of two competing factors as the sample size increases: more precise

estimation of measurement error parameters that improve clustering and a larger space of

clusterings. Additional comparisons are in Figure S1 of the Supporting Information.

Compared to three common alternatives, the Bayesian RLCM on average most accurately

recovers the clusters. Bayesian RLCM produces the highest aRIs (boxes with solid lines)

compared to others (boxes with dotted lines). For example, under θ−0 = 0.05, the ratio of

the mean aRIs (averaged over replications) for Bayesian RLCM relative to subset clustering

is 2.06, 2.04, 1.88, 1.71 for the sample-size-to-dimension ratios N/L = 1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125,

respectively. As another example, under a higher θ−0 = 0.15, the relative advantage of

Bayesian RLCM to HC narrows as shown by the smaller aRI ratios 1.23, 1.62, 1.49, 1.16.

Web Appendix A5.3 provides further discussion about the three alternative methods.

Simulation 3. Competing methods are evaluated under small and large degrees of model

misspecifications for fairer comparisons. We consider two simple representative scenarios:

1) randomly perturbing only the final layer of the model to have more than two levels of

response probabilities; 2) removing any restriction on how the clusters are connected to

the observables by assuming general LCMs. See Web Appendix A5.1 for specific parameter

values. We observe that in the first set with relatively minor misspecifications, the proposed

model is still competitive (Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). The proposed approach
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can be viewed as regularization by shrinking class-specific response probabilities towards the

assumed constraint. RLCM expectedly performs less well under larger magnitudes of random

perturbations. In the second set, the main model is not as flexible as a general LCM resulting

in less competitive clustering performance (Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). Large

degrees of model misspecifications may hurt clustering performance. Our practical suggestion

is to perform careful model checking which we illustrate in Section 4.2.

[Figure 4 about here.]

4.2 Protein Data Application for Estimating Scleroderma Patient Subsets

The applied goal is to estimate autoimmune disease patient clusters via reconstructing

machine components. We seek to identify components of the machines and to quantify the

variations in their occurrence among individuals and estimate patient subsets. The binary

responses Yi indicate the observed presence or absence of proteins at equi-spaced molecular

weight landmarks as produced by a preprocessing method (Wu et al., 2019) applied to GEA

data. We ran 4 gels, each loaded with immunoprecipitations (IPs) performed using sera from

19 different patients, and one reference lane. All sera were from scleroderma patients with

cancer, and were all negative for the three most common autoantibodies found in scleroderma

(anti-RNA polymerase III, anti-topoisomerase I, and anti-centromere). The IPs were loaded

in random order on each gel; the reference sample is comprised of known molecules of defined

sizes (molecular weights) and was always loaded in the first lane. The left panel in Figure

5 shows for each sample lane (labeled in the left margin; excluding the reference lanes) the

binary responses indicating the observed presence or absence of autoantibodies at L = 50

landmarks.

Patients differ in protein presence or absence patterns at the protein landmarks. Eleven

out of L = 50 aligned landmarks are absent among the patients tested. The rest of the

landmarks are observed with prevalences between 1.3% and 94.7%. The GEA technologies
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are known to be highly specific and sensitive for nearly all proteins studied in this assay so

we specify the hyperparameters in the Beta priors by N1 = 10, a1 = 0.9, N0 = 100, a0 = 0.01

and conducted sensitivity analyses varying these hyperparameter values.

In this application, the scientists had previously identified and independently verified

through additional protein chemistry the importance of a small subset of protein bands in

determining clusters among a subset of subjects. They proposed that these subjects should

be grouped together. We therefore fitted the Bayesian RLCM without further splitting these

partial clusters C(0) so that the number of scientific clusters visited by the MCMC chain has

an upper bound T̃ (b) 6 |C(0)|+N−∑|C(0)|j=1 C
(0)
j , where C

(0)
j counts the number of observations

in the initial cluster j. We fitted models and compared the results under multiple working

truncation levels M † = 8, 9, . . . , 15 and obtained identical clustering results.

Figure 5 shows the observations grouped by the RLCM-estimated clusters (not merged)

Ĉ(LS) (left), the estimated Q-matrix Q̂ (right), and the conditional posterior probabilities of

the machines P(ηim = 1 | Ĉ(LS), Q̂,Y) (middle).

The information for estimating matrix Q comes from the observed marginal associations

(positive or negative) among the protein landmarks. Landmark protein pairs observed with

positive association tend to be placed in the same estimated machine. For example, Land-

marks 4, 7 and 8 appear together in Machine 5. Subjects either have all three landmarks

or none at all, which induces strong positive pairwise associations among these landmarks.

Indeed, the estimated log odds ratio (LOR) is 3.13 (standard error 1.16) for Landmark 4

versus 7, 2.21 (s.e., 0.98) for Landmark 4 versus 8, and 2.92 (s.e. 1.2) for Landmark 7 versus

8. The observed negative marginal associations between two landmarks suggest existence

of machines with discordant landmarks. For example, Landmarks 10 and 27 are rarely

estimated to be present or absent together in a subject as a result of 1) estimated machines

with discordant landmarks and 2) subject-specific machine assignments. First, the model
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estimated that Landmark 10 (in Machine Set A: 1, 3 and 4) belongs to machines not having

Landmark 27 (it is in Machine Set B: 2). Second, with high posterior probabilities, most

observations have machines from one of, not both Set A and B hence creating discordance

(high posterior probability P(Γi10 6= Γi27 | Y)). In the presence of measurement errors, strong

negative marginal association results (observed LOR for Landmark 10 versus 27: −1.98, s.e.

0.8).

[Figure 5 about here.]

Our algorithm also directly infers the number of scientific clusters in the data given an

initial partial clustering C(0). The marginal posterior of the number of scientific clusters T̃

can be approximated by empirical samples of {T̃ (b)} which result in a posterior median of 12

(95% credible interval: (8, 16); Figure S4 in the Supporting Information). The advantage of

Bayesian RLCM is the posterior inference about both the clusters and the distinct latent state

variables ηi interpreted based on the inferred Q matrix. The middle panel of Figure 5 shows

that clusters differ in their posterior probabilities of having each of the estimated machines.

Among 76 subjects analyzed, 23 of them have greater than 95% posterior probabilities of

having both Machine 4 and 6. Finally, a group of seven subjects are estimated to be enriched

with Machine 4 and 7. This is expected because the two machines have one or more of the

Landmarks 35, 40 and 49 (33, 27 and 18 kDa bands, respectively) and together explain

the distinctive observed combination of the raw bands in the seven subjects. Such inference

about ηi is not available based on hierarchical clustering or traditional latent class analysis.

We performed posterior predictive checking to assess model fit (Gelman et al., 1996). At

each MCMC iteration, given the posterior sample of model parameters, we simulated a data

set of the same size as the original set. For each replicated data set, we compute the marginal

means and marginal pairwise log odds ratios (0.5 adjustment for zero counts). Across all

replications, we compute the 95% posterior predictive confidence intervals (PPCI) defined
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by the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of the PPD. All the observed marginal means are covered

by their respective PPCIs; The 95% PPCIs cover all but 24 of
(
L
2

)
= 1, 225 landmark pairs

of observed pairwise log odds ratios (see Figure S5 and S6 in the Supporting Information).

The proposed model adequately fits the GEA data.

5. Discussion

Modern scientific technologies give rise to measurements of varying precision and accuracy

that are better targeted at the underlying state variables than ever before. In this paper we

have focused on finite-sample Bayesian inference of an RLCM for analyzing dependent binary

data. The primary advantage of such models lies in their expressive characterization of the

between-class differential errors structured to respect specific scientific context about the

biological and measurement processes. Using simulations and real data analysis, we studied

the clustering of observations with an unknown number of clusters, uncertainty assessment of

the clustering and the prediction of individual latent states. We develop and apply a MCMC

algorithm for Bayesian RLCMs. The proposed method addresses inferential issues unique to

mixture models with discrete component parameters and jointly infers the number of clusters,

the design matrix Γ and other model parameters. We have illustrated its advantage through

simulations relative to three commonly used binary-data clustering methods. Finally, viewed

from a regularization perspective, the inferential procedure automatically selects subsets

of features for each latent class and filters them through a low-dimensional model that

shrinks class-specific response probability estimates toward one that represents the scientific

structure and improves our ability to accurately estimate clusters.

RLCMs decompose the variation among multivariate binary responses into structure that

reflects constraints in particular scientific context and stochastic variation without a known

explanation. In our motivating example, it is certainly likely that there is some variability

related to measurement errors. However, it is also highly likely that there are systematic
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biological and biochemical processes not included in the structural part because they are

unknown to us today. RLCM analyses can be a useful tool in the effort to uncover the

unknown structure. One approach would be to show that the latent classes are diagnostic of

specific diseases. Another is that we might uncover a novel mechanism by defining distinct

patterns of the same autoantigen machine in patients with the same disease or potentially

in patients with different diseases that target the same machines. Though the present paper

focused on an example in medicine, the developed method and algorithms apply to many

problems in psychology and epidemiology.

We are currently studying a few potentially-useful extensions. First, nested partially LCMs

(Wu et al., 2017) incorporate local dependence and multiple sensitivity parameters that

would improve the utility of Bayesian RLCMs. Second, because the algorithm involves

iterating over subjects to find clusters, the computational time increases with the number of

subjects N . Divide-Cluster-Combine schemes that estimate clusters in subsamples which are

then combined may improve the computational speed at the expense of the approximation

introduced by the multi-stage clustering (Ni et al., 2020). Third, in applications where the

clustering of multivariate binary data comprises an important component of a hierarchical

Bayesian model with multiple components, the posterior uncertainty in clustering propagates

into other parts of the model and can be integrated into posterior inference of other model

parameters (e.g., Jacob et al., 2017). Finally, under significant deviations from model assump-

tions, the constraints in Γ may lead to less competitive clustering performance. In real data

applications, scientific context for clustering and careful model checking are therefore critical.

The degree to which the actual data generating mechanism deviates from the assumed model

can be characterized by general RLCM formulations such as the all-effect model (Gu and

Xu, 2019a, Equation (5)). Model selection under such settings may help with clustering

performance. We leave this for future work.
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Figure 1: The scientific constraint means that immune responses are mounted towards all
protein components in each machine rather than towards individual proteins. For illustrative
purposes, the machine profiles here are orthogonal so the true presence or absence of proteins
can be represented by binary matrix factorization; the proposed approach covers general non-
orthogonal cases. (This figure appears in color in the electronic version of this article, and
any mention of color refers to that version.)
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✓�`

<latexit sha1_base64="TAajE8ytXY/wSUJ8Wl1BxiYK5Fs=">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</latexit>

N1, a1

<latexit sha1_base64="wikBQrZtST+BROf8Y3jGeVvWkNc=">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</latexit>

N0, a0

<latexit sha1_base64="CZd3IwJQIyypK1HbMNZ+WPnj6wA=">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</latexit>

Zi

<latexit sha1_base64="5NyNjRtSeSLuXUmRt5CaZLl3HKM=">AAACMXicZVDLSgMxFM3UVx3fuhHcBFvBRSkzUlB3RTcuFa2KnaFkMmkbmseQZNQyzCe41Q/xa9yJW3/CTC1i2wPhntzck5ycKGFUG8/7cEpz8wuLS+Vld2V1bX1jc2v7VstUYdLCkkl1HyFNGBWkZahh5D5RBPGIkbtocF6c3z0SpakUN2aYkJCjnqBdipGxreuHDu1sVry6NwKcJf6YVMAYl50tZzeIJU45EQYzpHXb9xITZkgZihnJ3SDVJEF4gHqkbalAnOgwG3nN4YHtxLArlV3CwFH3vyJDXEd6WLOFI9MvqunzohTzugYt00Me5fAPE/LfZ9xAkCcsOUcizoKI520/zAIeyWe7kywurobVil/Np+ya7kmYUZGkhgicQ7ew200ZNBIW8cGYKoING1qCsKL2xxD3kULY2JBdm6U/ndwsuT2q+4366VWj0jwbp1oGe2AfHAIfHIMmuACXoAUw6IEX8ArenHfnw/l0vn5HS85YswMm4Hz/AMBvpmo=</latexit>

⇡k

<latexit sha1_base64="naoHw/EO/Pu9NST03wJEnLNPjnk=">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</latexit>

K

<latexit sha1_base64="y609sWlT7CUUdBjb1F3GQw2ttSk=">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</latexit>

↵km

<latexit sha1_base64="h0OO17gxUZcttEp9aR0j1JMouAY=">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</latexit>

pm

<latexit sha1_base64="ovUKbZBIZgdAt9ZhO+yVskXtfL4=">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</latexit>

Qm`

<latexit sha1_base64="0gOnINdqSBJ0q11Sji7+VdIAtE4=">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</latexit>

�i`

<latexit sha1_base64="NHOsWI3BXn/0fxuBMg8njISrJRU=">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</latexit>

⌘im = ↵Zi,m

<latexit sha1_base64="N2bRtSdzKccG0nanKwL3TCMLHzw=">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</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="LyKVADlbu2/RB91zcH0vycbUnr0=">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</latexit>

Yi`

<latexit sha1_base64="IdYiMXgqMPNhaZdTr2Wvt7eSCKc=">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</latexit>



<latexit sha1_base64="LPgsDu3rJ78e5kMxtgEj7TlBJes=">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</latexit>

✓i`

<latexit sha1_base64="w/tI6UCc/hMBj7ShNZANU1rhnkg=">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</latexit>

(a� , b�)

<latexit sha1_base64="9ioC84ccSK8VRh1O2AdiFqm5o2w=">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</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="DNklRzKwIxyKuQfAC9phkj23vzQ=">AAACM3icZVDLTtwwFHWg5RHKe4PUjdUBiQUaJWgkyg61G5YgdQBpEiHbucNY+BHZN9BRlG9gWz6Ej6nYoW77DzjDqCpwJOseX99jHx9eKukxSX5HM7MfPs7NLyzGS5+WV1bX1jfOvK2cgL6wyroLzjwoaaCPEhVclA6Y5grO+fX39vz8BpyX1vzAcQm5ZldGDqVgGFr9jAOyy7VO0k0moO9JOiUdMsXJ5Xq0lRVWVBoMCsW8H6RJiXnNHEqhoImzykPJxDW7gkGghmnweT1x29Cd0Cno0LqwDNJJ939FzbTnfrwXimY4aiuOdFvaeb9HA/NjzRv6D6/kL8/EmYFbYbVmpqgzrptBmteZ5vZn2FlVtFfT7U663byxi8OveS1NWSEY0dC4tTusFEVL2wBpIR0IVONAmHAy/JiKEXNMYIg5Dlmmb5N7T872u2mve3ja6xx9m6a6QD6TL2SXpOSAHJFjckL6RBBJ7sgvch89RI/RU/TnZXQmmmo2yStEf58BjWCnVA==</latexit>

c1

<latexit sha1_base64="ogevssiEE9Uu4zLvBQr1M0nOKic=">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</latexit>

c2
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Figure 2: The directed acyclic graph representing the model structure. The quantities in
squares are either data or hyperparameters; the unknown quantities are shown in the circles.
The double-stroke circle represents multiplexer variable, which copies the value of one of
its parent nodes chosen by the selector variable (shaded). The arrows connecting variables
indicate that the parent parameterizes the distribution of the child node (solid lines) or
completely determines the value of the child node (dotted arrows). The rectangular “plates”
where the variables are enclosed indicate that a similar graphical structure is repeated over
the index; the index in a plate indicates subjects, clusters, machines, or features. (This figure
appears in color in the electronic version of this article, and any mention of color refers to
that version.)
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Figure 3: In the 100-dimension multivariate binary data example (a), the eight classes
differ with respect to subsets of measured features (b). In (c) HC, we indicate co-
clustering by filled cells. The true clusters are separated (dashed grids) and ordered
according to the truth; (d, e, f): For Bayesian LCA, RLCM and subset clustering (SC),
we plot the posterior co-clustering probability matrix {π̂i,i′} for N observations. Filled
blocks on the main diagonal only indicate perfect recovery of the true clusters; Blank
cells within the main diagonal blocks indicate true cluster being split and blue cells in
the off-diagonal blocks indicate two observations being incorrectly co-clustered. Bayesian
RLCM accounts for measurement errors, selects the relevant feature subsets and filters
the subsets by a low-dimensional model (1) and therefore yields superior clustering
results. The clustering results are based on a randomly generated data set for illustration.
Cluster recovery by RLCM is not always perfect. The competing methods may show
different relative performances under model mis-specifications (see Section 4.1). (This
figure appears in color in the electronic version of this article, and any mention of color
refers to that version.)
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Figure 4: Based on R = 60 replications for each parameter setting, from the left to the right
in each group of four boxplots, Bayesian RLCM (boxplots with solid lines) most accurately
recovers the true clusters compared to subset clustering (SC) hierarchical clustering (HC)
and traditional Bayesian latent class analysis (LCA). (This figure appears in color in the
electronic version of this article, and any mention of color refers to that version.)
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Figure 5: Results for GEA data. Left : Aligned data matrix for band presence or absence; row
for 76 serum lanes, reordered into optimal estimated clusters (not merged) Ĉ(LS) separated
by gray horizontal lines “—–”; columns for L = 50 protein landmarks. A blue vertical
line “|” indicates a band; Middle: lane-machine matrix for the probability of a lane (serum
sample) having a particular machine. The blue cells correspond to high probability of having a
machine in that column. Smaller probabilities are shown in lighter blue;. Right : The estimated
machine profiles. Here seven estimated machines are shown, each with component proteins
shown by a blue bar “|”. (This figure appears in color in the electronic version of this article,
and any mention of color refers to that version.)


